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box enter the 5 character trouble codes in the search box and submit the search, don’t be fooled by the Toyota Prado’s rugged good looks beneath its shiny exterior is a workhorse that’s ready for anything. Book a test drive online now, toyotanation.com is an independent Toyota Lexus enthusiast website. Toyotanation.com is not sponsored by or in any way affiliated with Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc. The Toyota, Lexus, and Scion names and logos are trademarks owned by Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc. OBDII EOBD diagnostics trouble codes definition: If your car supports OBDII or EOBD then you can already use almost 5000 generic OBDII codes. These codes are from powertrain series p0xxx p2xxx p34xx body series b0xxx chassis series c0xxx network series u0xxx u2xxx u3xxx. 2004 Toyota RAV4 2.4L no start cuts out posted to Asian Driveability on 10/25/2010. 7 replies. Hi, everyone. This truck just came from a body shop was parked for 2 months with the battery. The repair shop sent it to me for a start and stall problem: good spark and injection for 2 seconds then stall no more spark or no more injection did. Presenting a curated group of C1231 ACDelco D510C UF413 in stock today on the internet. Shop here. Ignition coil set of 6 kit for Camry Avalon RAV4 Sienna Venza RX350 ES350 3.5L ignition coil set 4pcs ignition coil for Toyota Corolla Celica Chevy Prizm Pontiac Vibe 1.8L UF247 4pcs ignition coil, our top sellers in the steering angle sensor for Toyota category. Here you will find an overview of steering angle sensor for Toyota replacement parts in our spare parts warehouse for nearly every car make from various parts manufacturers. I have the same issues on my 07 RAV4 limited with 2.4L engine. My VSC, ABS, and brake lights would come on almost every time I drove it, but at different times, turning off the engine and immediately restarting it turned the lights off but usually they came back on fairly soon. OBDII diagnostic trouble code DTC C1223 definition category: Faulty system and component for specific make, Toyota. Avensis Forum informacje dane testy porady techniczne naprawa tuning C1231 steering angle sensor signal or circuit malfunction progr C1232 acceler sensor signal or circuit malfunction. P1437 Toyota HCAC system by pass valve close malfunction. P1437 vacuum line malfunction. Hv. C1231 Toyota trouble repair if your vehicle failed a C1231 Toyota test and the C1231 Toyota check engine light is not on chances are you have a problem with the OBDII system. A burned out MIL lamp or a faulty catalytic converter. The converter is essentially an afterburner that cleans up the exhaust after it exits the engine, C1201 Toyota description. If a malfunction in the engine control system is detected through the control area network can the operations of VSC and TRAC are prohibited by the fail safe function, got codes C1223 and C1241 and I cleared them and went on a 10-mile test drive and they did not return so im assuming answered by a verified Toyota mechanic. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our website, Toyota RAV4 C1231 OBDII diagnostic chassis C trouble code information page reason for Toyota RAV4 C1231 and find the solution for the code Toyota RAV4 C1231 we’ll give to you how to fix Toyota RAV4 C1231 trouble code problem, Toyota C1231 speed wheel sensor rear center circuit open Avensis 2012 Toyota Aurion 2012 Toyota 86 GTS 2011 Toyota Tacoma 2011 Toyota Sienna 2011 Toyota Sequoia 2011 Toyota RAV4 2011 Toyota Matrix 2011 Toyota Highlander 2011 Toyota Corolla 2011 Toyota Avalon 2011 Toyota Auris HSD 2010 Toyota iQ3 2010 Toyota Yaris 2010 Toyota Verso 2010, this video will show you how I reset steering angle sensor abs VSA traction control brake on any Toyota and Lexus vehicle s after wheel alignment or
wheel bearing replacement using just paperclip, welcome to toyota uk find out about our new and used cars as well as offers on all of your favourite models amp much more contact us for more information, when it does break or is slowly beginning to fail it will exhibit a few common warning signs or symptoms noted below are a few of the common symptoms of a damaged bad or failing steering angle sensor 1 traction control light comes on, note if foreign matter including that on the sensor rotor side is identified remove it and after reassembling check the output waveform, the check engine light and traction light went on simultaneously dealer found fault codes 1201 and 1231 he said we need charcoal canister replaced and new steering angle sensor around 1 200 i m skeptical from what i ve been reading online thoughts on what else it could be or how to confirm, 10 15 toyota prius rav4 lexus hs250 abs anti lock brake control module assy oem fits toyota 169 99 toyota prius 2012 2015 actuator and pump assembly prius plug in vin dp 7 and 8 digit toyota prius 2012 2015 actuator and pump assembly prius vin du 7 and 8 digit toyota prius 2010 2011 actua abs pump module anti lock brake, 1999 toyota camry 5 speed okay so i have a toyota camry and having trouble with the battery draining just replaced the engine alternator and starter plus used multiple different batteries and still cant figure it out some, obd ii diagnostic trouble code dtc c1201 definition category faulty system and component for specific make 2006 toyota rav4 electronic stability control consumer complaints details 2008 toyota tundra powertrain consumer complaints details, 2008 toyota rav4 2008 driveline axles differential rav4 2008 driveline axles differential rav4 active torque control 4wd system precaution 1 troubleshooting precaution note since the active torque control system 4wd control system may be influenced by a malfunction in other systems be sure to check for dtcs in the other systems, code c1201 engine light and vsc trac control lights on toyota 2007 camry question search fixya code c1201 engine light and vsc trac control lights on posted by anonymous on apr 22 2013 jun 17 2013 2006 toyota rav4 2 answers check engine light and vsc trac off lights stay on cannot turn svc off by pressing button on dash, toyota rav4 service manual steering angle sensor circuit malfunction when u0073 94 u0123 62 u0124 95 or u0126 63 is output together with c1231 31 inspect and repair the trouble areas indicated by u0073 94 u0123 62 u0124 95 or u0126 63 first, c1241 toyota description if there is a problem with the brake actuator assembly skid control electronic control unit power supply circuit the skid control ecu outputs the diagnostic trouble code dtc and prohibits under the fail safe function, what is c1201 2011 toyota corolla questions toyota corolla 2011 toyota corolla what is c1201 what is c1201 2011 toyota corolla went to have my car inspected it failed the emission test the mechanic said he is seeing code c1201 dwelcome in far rockaway ny on january 27 2016, your toyota markx engine control system detects a problem the computer stores the diagnostic trouble code c1525 in its memory to figure out what is wrong with your vehicle you must first extract the c1525 dtc for toyota markx, c1201 description if a malfunction in the engine control system is detected through the control area network can the operations of vsc and trac are prohibited by the fail safe function, hint parameters listed in the chart may be different than your readings depending on the type of instrument and other factors if any dtcs are displayed during a check mode dtc check check the circuit for the dtcs listed in the table below for details of each dtc refer to the page
indicated, Toyota RAV4 2008 V6 4WD light is always on checked with computer showing DTC code C1298 linear solenoid need to Toyota 2008 RAV4 question, DTC C1201 51 engine control system malfunction DTC no DTC detecting conditions trouble areas C1201 51 malfunction signal received from ECU engine control system 1 check DTC engine control system result proceed to DTC output a DTC not output B replace ECU repair engine control system, 07 Toyota RAV 4 3 5 DTC C1280 this vehicle had a blown 140a alt fuse and a bad battery both have been replaced as well as 10A ETCs and 7 5 4WD fuses 4WD light keeps coming back with DTC C1280 C1298 can resistance testing is ok could this be a 4WD controller problem, find great deals on eBay for Toyota brake actuator shop with confidence skip to main content eBay logo Toyota brake actuator assembly brand new 1 300 00 or best offer 34 84 shipping 17 18 Toyota RAV4 ABS anti lock brake actuator pump assembly 17kmiles 44540 4240 Toyota 350 00, BC62 brake control vehicle stability control system BC diagnostic trouble code chart hint if no abnormality is found when inspecting parts check the skid control ECU and check for poor contact at the ground, C1223 43 ABS control system abnormal ABS control system 1 check DTC result proceed to DTC output a DTC not output B end U0124 95 or U0126 63 are output together with C1231 31 inspect and repair the trouble areas indicated by U0073 94 U0123 62 U0124 95 or U0126 63 first DTC C1231 31 steering angle sensor circuit malfunction, how nice it would be with an open source version or some way to read all the different ECUs without paying the Toyota fee heck I'd be willing to pay 50 for a 6 month subscription if they offered just a data gathering logging version as long as it allowed access to all modules the consumer could be much more prepared with information to take, steering angle sensor is designed to last the lifespan of the vehicle however like any other sensor the steering angle sensor can wear out or fail completely due to multiple factors beyond the control of most vehicle owners for an educational purpose I would elaborate on this process of how to repair and initialize Toyota steering angle sensor, C1231 Toyota speed wheel sensor rear center circuit open Toyota vehicle Toyota Prius Toyota Celica Toyota Supra Toyota Carina Toyota Camry Toyota MR2 Toyota Aygo Toyota 4Runner Toyota Avalon Toyota Camry Toyota Corolla Toyota fj cruiser Toyota Highlander Toyota Land Cruiser Toyota Matrix Toyota Prius Toyota rav4 Toyota Sequoia Toyota Sienna Toyota Solara Toyota Tacoma Toyota Tundra Toyota Yaris, http www vehix411 com this video will show you how to calibrate the steering angle sensor on your Toyota scion and lexus if you have the trac off and, mine is 02 RAV4 and the MAF at idle is the same brand new Toyota denso MAF sensor but when driving it goes up to 75g s while accelerating to 40 50 mph and then goes back down to around 30 g s during regular driving at 1800 rpm I have Toyota repair manuals and nowhere to be found any expected numbers on MAF at different RPMs, TSB list for the 2010 Toyota Camry DTC C1231 present and to address condition the ABS ECU logic was modified model 2009 2011 Camry 2009 2013 Highlander Venza 2009 2012 RAV4 2011, Toyota OBD I diagnostic trouble codes this covers Toyota Motor Corporation OBD I diagnostic and explains how to get the codes without any special tools the codes are listed separately for Camry and Corolla models as needed the codes are defined as to what system is affected when possible we give the more commonly known OBD II component name, Toyota on some vehicles exhibiting the warning light on due to repeated ABS and TRAC with diagnostic trouble code DTC C1231 present and to address condition the ABS ECU logic was
modified model 2009 2011 camry

April 18th, 2019 - tsb list for the 2011 toyota camry dtc c1231 present and to address condition the abs ecu logic was modified model 2009 2011 camry 2009 2013 highlander venza 2009 2012 rav4 2011

Toyota C1231 steering angle sensor mhhauto com
February 5th, 2019 - I am wondering if anyone here can hold my hand through the process necessary to rewrite the 93s66 EEPROM inside the Toyota 89245 74010 steering angle sensor Once it stores a fault the sensor is junk

C1231 Toyota Speed Wheel Sensor Rear Center Circuit Open
April 11th, 2019 - C1231 Toyota Speed Wheel Sensor Rear Center Circuit Open Aygo Toyota 4Runner Toyota Avalon Toyota Camry Toyota Corolla Toyota FJ Cruiser Toyota Highlander Toyota Land Cruiser Toyota Matrix Toyota Prius Toyota RAV4 Toyota Sequoia Toyota Sienna Toyota Solara Toyota Tacoma Toyota Tundra Toyota Yaris

Toyota ES3 C1231 Engine Trouble Code Toyota ES3 C1231
April 6th, 2019 - Toyota ES3 C1231 OBD II Diagnostic Chassis C Trouble Code Information Page Reason for Toyota ES3 C1231 and find the solution for the code Toyota ES3 C1231 we ll give to how to fix Toyota ES3 C1231 trouble code problem

Toyota C1298 PCM Class 2 Serial Data Link Malfunction
April 5th, 2019 - Note 1 The list of automotive Makes at the right edge of the screen The currently selected ODB ii codes is for the Toyota makes 2 Look up the other OBD II Trouble Codes please use the search box Enter the 5 character trouble codes in the search box and submit the search

LandCruiser Prado Rugged Elegance Toyota Australia
April 17th, 2019 - Don t be fooled by the Toyota Prado s rugged good looks Beneath its shiny exterior is a workhorse that s ready for anything Book a test drive online now

Steering angle sensor reset and calibration procedure
April 17th, 2019 - ToyotaNation com is an independent Toyota Lexus enthusiast website ToyotaNation com is not sponsored by or in any way affiliated with Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc The Toyota Lexus and Scion names and logos are trademarks owned by Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc

OBDII diagnostics Trouble codes description for TOYOTA
April 15th, 2019 - OBDII EOBD diagnostics trouble codes definition If your car supports OBD II or EOBD then you can already use almost 5000 generic OBDII codes These codes are from PowerTrain series P0XXX P2XXX P34XX Body Series B0XXX Chassis series C0XXX Network series U0XXX U2XXX U3XXX

2004 Toyota RAV4 2 4L No Start Cuts out iATN
April 12th, 2019 - 2004 Toyota RAV4 2 4L No Start Cuts out Posted to Asian Driveability on 10 25 2010 7 Replies HI everyone this truck just came from a body shop was park for a 2 months with the battey the repair body they send
it to me for a start and stall problem good spark and injection for 2 second then stall no more spark no more injection did

**C1231 Acdelco D510c Uf413 For Sale Ignition Parts**
April 20th, 2019 - Presenting a curated group of c1231 acdelco d510c uf413 in stock today on the internet Shop here Ignition Coil Set Of 6 Kit For Camry Avalon Rav4 Sienna Venza Rx350 Es350 3 5l Ignition Coil Set 4pcs Ignition Coil For Toyota Corolla Celica Chevy Prizm Pontiac Vibe 1 8l Uf247 4pcs Ignition Coil

**Buy Steering Angle Sensor for TOYOTA parts cheap online**
April 16th, 2019 - Our top sellers in the Steering Angle Sensor for TOYOTA category Here you will find an overview of Steering Angle Sensor for TOYOTA replacement parts in our spare parts warehouse for nearly every car make from various parts manufacturers

**VSC ABS and Brake lights 2008 Toyota RAV4**
April 13th, 2019 - I have the same issues on my 07 RAV4 limited with 2 4l engine My VSC ABS and Brake lights would come on almost everytime I drove it but at different times Turning off the engine and immediately restarting it turned the lights off but usually they came back on fairly soon

**OBD II Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC C1223 Definition**
April 17th, 2019 - OBD II Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC C1223 Definition Category Faulty System and Component for Specific Make

**TOYOTA AVENSIS FORUM • Zobacz wątek Kody błędów**
April 8th, 2019 - Toyota Avensis Forum Informacje dane testy porady techniczne naprawa tuning C1231 Steering Angle Sensor Signal or Circuit malfunction Progr C1232 Accel Sensor Signal or Circuit malfunction P1437 Toyota HCAC System By Pass Valve Close Malfunction P1437 Vacuum Line Malfunction HV

**C1231 Toyota Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models Auto**
April 9th, 2019 - C1231 Toyota Trouble Repair If your vehicle failed a C1231 Toyota test and the C1231 Toyota Check Engine Light is NOT on chances are you have a problem with the OBDII system a burned out MIL lamp or a faulty catalytic converter The converter is essentially an afterburner that cleans up the exhaust after it exits the engine

**C1201 TOYOTA Engine Control System Malfunction**
April 17th, 2019 - C1201 Toyota Description If a malfunction in the engine control system is detected through the Control Area Network CAN the operations of VSC and TRAC are prohibited by the fail safe function

**Toyota 4Runner Got codes C1223 and C1241 and I cleared them...**
April 7th, 2019 - Got codes C1223 and C1241 and I cleared them and went on a 10 mile test drive and they did not return so im assuming Answered by a verified Toyota Mechanic We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our website
Toyota RAV4 C1231 Engine Trouble Code
April 16th, 2019 - Toyota RAV4 C1231 OBD II Diagnostic Chassis C Trouble Code Information Page Reason for Toyota RAV4 C1231 and find the solution for the code Toyota RAV4 C1231 we ll give to how to fix Toyota RAV4 C1231 trouble code problem

Toyota C1231 Speed Wheel Sensor Rear Center Circuit Open
April 15th, 2019 - Toyota C1231 Speed Wheel Sensor Rear Center Circuit Open


HOW I RESET STEERING ANGLE SESNOR ABS VSA TRACTION CONTROL BRAKE ON ANY TOYOTA AND LEXUS VEHICLE S
April 13th, 2019 - this video will show you how i reset steering angle sesnor abs vsa traction control brake on any toyota and lexus vehicle s after wheel alignnent or wheel bearing replacement using just paperclip

New Cars Used Cars Hybrid Cars Small Cars Toyota UK
April 15th, 2019 - Welcome to Toyota UK Find out about our new and used cars as well as offers on all of your favourite models amp much more Contact us for more information

Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Steering Angle Sensor
April 16th, 2019 - When it does break or is slowly beginning to fail it will exhibit a few common warning signs or symptoms Noted below are a few of the common symptoms of a damaged bad or failing steering angle sensor 1 Traction Control Light comes on

NOTE If foreign matter including Toyota Service Blog
April 15th, 2019 - NOTE If foreign matter including that on the sensor rotor side is identified remove it and after reassembling check the output waveform

Toyota Camry Questions Check engine light and traction
October 17th, 2016 - The check engine light and traction light went on simultaneously Dealer found fault codes 1201 and 1231 He said we need charcoal canister replaced and new steering angle sensor around 1 200 I m skeptical from what I ve been reading online Thoughts on what else it could be or how to confirm

Toyota ABS Module eBay
April 18th, 2019 - 10 15 TOYOTA PRIUS RAV4 LEXUS HS250 ABS ANTI LOCK BRAKE CONTROL MODULE ASSY OEM Fits Toyota 169 99 Toyota Prius 2012 2015 Actuator and Pump Assembly Prius Plug In VIN DP 7 and 8 digit Toyota Prius 2012 2015 Actuator and Pump Assembly Prius VIN DU 7 and 8 digit Toyota Prius 2010 2011 Actua ABS PUMP MODULE ANTI LOCK BRAKE

Toyota Camry Questions CarGurus
April 18th, 2019 - 1999 Toyota Camry 5 Speed Okay so I have a toyota camry and having trouble with the battery draining Just replaced the engine alternator and starter plus used multiple different batteries and still cant figure it out Some

OBD II Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC C1201 Definition
April 18th, 2019 - OBD II Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC C1201 Definition Category Faulty System and Component for Specific Make 2006 Toyota RAV4 Electronic Stability Control Consumer Complaints Details ... 2008 Toyota Tundra Powertrain Consumer Complaints Details

ACTIVE TORQUE CONTROL 4WD SYSTEM Principal MAFIADOC COM
April 8th, 2019 - 2008 Toyota RAV4 2008 DRIVELINE AXLES Differential RAV4 2008 DRIVELINE AXLES Differential RAV4 ACTIVE TORQUE CONTROL 4WD SYSTEM PRECAUTION 1 TROUBLESHOOTING PRECAUTION NOTE Since the Active torque control system 4WD control system may be influenced by a malfunction in other systems be sure to check for DTCs in the other systems

code c1201 engine light and vsc trac control lights on
April 18th, 2019 - code c1201 engine light and vsc trac control lights on Toyota 2007 Camry question Search Fixya Code c1201 engine light and vsc trac control lights on Posted by Anonymous on Apr 22 2013 Jun 17 2013 2006 Toyota RAV4 2 Answers Check engine light and vsc trac off lights stay on Cannot turn svc off by pressing button on Dash

Toyota RAV4 Service Manual Steering angle sensor circuit
April 17th, 2019 - Toyota RAV4 Service Manual Steering angle sensor circuit malfunction When u0073 94 u0123 62 u0124 95 or u0126 63 is output together with c1231 31 inspect and repair the trouble areas indicated by u0073 94 u0123 62 u0124 95 or u0126 63 first

C1241 TOYOTA Low Battery Positive Voltage
April 18th, 2019 - C1241 Toyota Description If there is a problem with the brake actuator assembly Skid Control Electronic Control Unit power supply circuit the skid control ECU outputs the Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC and prohibits under the fail safe function

What is C1201 2011 Toyota Corolla RepairPal com
April 5th, 2019 - What is C1201 2011 Toyota Corolla Questions Toyota Corolla 2011 Toyota Corolla What is c1201 What is C1201 2011 Toyota Corolla Went to have my car inspected It failed the emission test The mechanic said he is seeing Code c1201 Dwelcome in Far Rockaway NY on January 27 2016

C1525 Toyota Markx DTC Code EngineDTC com
April 11th, 2019 - Your Toyota Markx engine control system detects a problem the computer stores the diagnostic trouble code C1525 in its memory To figure out what is wrong with your vehicle you must first extract the C1525 DTC For Toyota Markx

C1201 Engine Control System Malfunction
April 15th, 2019 - C1201 Description If a malfunction in the engine control system is detected through the Control Area Network CAN the operations of VSC and TRAC are prohibited by the fail safe function.

Diagnostic Trouble Code Chart Toyota RAV4 Repair
April 18th, 2019 - HINT Parameters listed in the chart may be different than your readings depending on the type of instrument and other factors. If any DTCs are displayed during a check mode DTC check check the circuit for the DTCs listed in the table below. For details of each DTC refer to the page indicated.

SOLVED Toyota rav4 2008 v6 4wd light is always on Fixya

DTC C1201 51 Engine Control System Malfunction
April 17th, 2019 - DTC C1201 51 Engine Control System Malfunction. DTC No DTC Detecting Conditions Trouble Areas C1201 51 Malfunction signal received from ECM Engine control system 1. CHECK DTC ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM Result Proceed to DTC output A DTC not output B REPLACE ECM REPAIR ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM.

07 TOYOTA RAV 4 3 5 DTC C1280 THIS VEHICLE HAD A 140A ALT
January 5th, 2019 - 07 toyota rav 4 3 5 dtc c1280 this vehicle had a blown 140a alt fuse and a bad battery both have been replaced as well as 10a etcs and 7 5 4wd fuses. 4wd light keeps coming back with dtc c1280 c1298 can resistance testing is ok could this be a 4wd controller problem.

toyota brake actuator eBay
April 17th, 2019 - Find great deals on eBay for toyota brake actuator. Shop with confidence. Skip to main content. eBay Logo. Toyota Brake Actuator Assembly. Brand New 1 300 00 or Best Offer 34 84 shipping. 17 18 TOYOTA RAV4 ABS ANTI LOCK BRAKE ACTUATOR PUMP ASSEMBLY 17KMILES 44540 4240. Toyota 350 00.

BC–62 BRAKE CONTROL – VEHICLE STABILITY CONTROL SYSTEM
April 8th, 2019 - BC–62 BRAKE CONTROL – VEHICLE STABILITY CONTROL SYSTEM. BC DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE. CHART HINT • If no abnormality is found when inspecting parts check the skid control ECU and check for poor contact at the ground.

DTC C1223 43 ABS Control System Malfunction
April 8th, 2019 - C1223 43 ABS control system abnormal ABS control system 1. CHECK DTC Result Proceed to DTC output A DTC not output B END U0124 95 or U0126 63 are output together with C1231 31 inspect and repair the trouble areas indicated by U0073 94 U0123 62 U0124 95 or U0126 63 first DTC C1231 31 Steering Angle Sensor Circuit Malfunction.

Tire Pressure Warning Light Dead Sensor Page 4
April 13th, 2019 - How nice it would be with an open source version or some way to read all the different ECUs without paying the Toyota fee. Heck I'd be
willing to pay 50 for a 6 month subscription if they offered just a data gathering logging version as long as it allowed access to all modules. The consumer could be much more prepared with information to take.

**Repair and Adjust Toyota Steering Angle Sensor C1433 error**
April 18th, 2019 - Steering angle sensor is designed to last the lifespan of the vehicle. However, like any other sensor, the steering angle sensor can wear out or fail completely due to multiple factors beyond the control of most vehicle owners. For an educational purpose, I would elaborate on this process of how to repair and initialize Toyota steering angle sensor.

**C1231 - CarOBDCode.com**
April 16th, 2019 - C1231 Toyota Speed Wheel Sensor Rear Center Circuit Open

**How to do a zero point calibration on LEXUS AND TOYOTA VSC TRAC OFF**
April 15th, 2019 - [http://www vehix411 com](http://www vehix411 com) This video will show you how to calibrate the steering angle sensor on your Toyota Scion and Lexus. If you have the TRAC OFF and

**2004 Toyota Rav4 P0171 OBD Codes.com**
April 12th, 2019 - Mine is 02 Rav4 and the MAF at idle is the same brand new Toyota Denso MAF sensor but when driving it goes up to 75 g/s while accelerating to 40-50 mph and then goes back down to around 30 g/s during regular driving at 1800 rpm. I have Toyota repair manuals and nowhere to be found any expected numbers on MAF at different RPMs.

**2010 Toyota Camry TSBs CarComplaints.com**
April 7th, 2019 - TSB list for the 2010 Toyota Camry DTC C1231 present and to address condition the ABS ECU logic was modified model 2009 2011 Camry 2009 2013 Highlander Venza 2009 2012 Rav4 2011.

**Toyota OBD I Diagnostic Trouble Codes and Fixes**
April 15th, 2019 - Toyota OBD I Diagnostic Trouble Codes. This covers Toyota Motor Corporation OBD I diagnostic and explains how to get the codes without any special tools. The codes are listed separately for Camry and Corolla models as needed. The codes are defined as to what system is affected. When possible, we give the more commonly known OBD II component name.

**2011 TOYOTA CAMRY Recalls 6**
April 8th, 2019 - Toyota on some vehicles exhibiting the warning light on due to repeated ABS and TRAC with diagnostic trouble code DTC C1231 present and to address condition the ABS ECU logic was modified model 2009 2011 Camry.